**ISRAELI-EGYPTIAN PEACE CLOSER**

**Knesset: Camp David—‘yes’**

BY ARTHUR MAX

JERUSALEM (AP)—The Israeli politicians who comprised the Camp David delegation were busy Tuesday preparing a free-wheeling lobbying tour of the United States to drum up support for the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Treaty, which was signed last week.

This would be the first time that an Israeli delegation has ever visited the United States with such an open-ended agenda. The delegation, which included Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, and Defense Minister Moshe Arens, will meet with leaders of both parties and work to ensure overwhelming U.S. support for the treaty.

The delegation will visit Washington, New York, Chicago, and San Francisco over the next week, where they will meet with members of Congress, business leaders, and labor officials to build momentum for the treaty.

The delegation is expected to focus on the key issues of security, economic development, and trade between Israel and the United States.
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**Turkish-American relations improve**

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — Premier Ecevit contended Wednesday that many of the sensitivities existing between two major powers must be solved by mutual efforts. Ecevit, speaking with reporters at a news conference, contended that his administration must work toward the goal of mutual respect. He also dismissed reports that Turkey was seeking to improve relations with the United States.

**Senate committee votes break for home sellers**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate Appropriations Committee voted Wednesday to break a logjam on a bill that would boost home sellers by allowing them to defer taxes on gains made in the sale of their homes.

**PPB burial pit dug outside initial area**

LANSING, Mich. — Natural Resource Director Howard Tanner confirmed Wednesday that the PPB burial pit near St. Francis would be moved to a new site near St. Francis to avoid the area designated as an initial area.

**PBB third plane involvement in crash looks 'remote'**

SAND DIEGO (UPI) — A federal investigator said Wednesday that the third plane involved in a crash near the San Diego International Airport was not a factor in the disaster.

**Senate approves stripped weapons bill**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate approved a stripped-down version of a weapons bill Wednesday that stripped the nuclear ban from the measure.

**Strike cripples U.S. railroads**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The strike cripples the nation's railroads Wednesday by stalling freight rates on the West Coast and the Midwest. The strike, which began Monday, has left millions of Americans stranded, and the shutdown has lasted for three days. The strike is the latest in a series of labor disputes that have plagued the rail industry in recent years. The strike is expected to last for at least another week, and officials are calling for a quick resolution to avoid further economic disruption.

**Politicized Senate rules under fire**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Senate rules under fire Tuesday, after a Democrat accused the majority leader of using his position to undermine the Senate's independence. The Democrat said the majority leader was using his position to impose his will on the Senate, and that he was using his power to suppress minority views. The majority leader denied the charges, saying that he was simply using his position to ensure that the Senate's decisions were made in the best interests of the nation.
Political games may have sparked
Senate panel's anti-abortion split

By NANCY BOGGS
State News Staff Writer

"Political football" may have influenced some members of a Senate committee to vote
Tuesday to remove an abortion language in the state Medicaid budget.

In a Senate Appropriations Committee meeting Tuesday morning, 8 to 3, the Senate
budget that would provide state funding for abortion
was altered. The House budget that would provide state funding for abortion
was released Tuesday morning for floor debate.

"We told them no!," said Sen. Leonard Zutaut, R-Riverdale, who voted to remove the
abortion language. "But I think they voted against the public welfare.

"There were two votes," Sen. Alvin J. Donnelly, said, "but I don't know much.

"I don't think they really understand what was done," he said. "A lot of Democrats are
upset, and a lot of Catholics are very upset about it.

"It's the only way we can help them..."

Catherine BAERTWYK

Chasting stingers and nursing Georges,.
Early in the "down and dirty," the Wednesday
stingers and nurses may have

The Michigan State University

staingest and nursing George,
letters, it will not end until it was

During deliberations on the Senate Wednesday floor, Charles Zollar, D-Brooklyn
Barber, a member of the appropriations committee, who voted against the
abortion provision.

TRANSPORTATION BILL WILL HELP FOR BUS SERVICE

By JAMES HALFMAN
State News Staff Writer

The bill extends transportation package
of the Senate Appropriations Committee
in the area, a CATA spokesperson

But the package, CATA would have not had to be made through "state
redirection in services or obtain increased
funding from local government agencies,
"we need to be sure that the bus service
will continue to be provided for the people
in the central

Although some of the money is for transit
improvements in the central area, the
funds also will pay for the

Area merchants say proposed mall will put "squeeze" on area businesses

By ANNETTE THOMPSON
State News Staff Writer

While some approve the proposed mall in
the Bayshore area, others oppose it.

"There's no consensus throughout the
area," said one area business owner.

"The project is going to be a tremendous
impact on the Bayshore area.

"All we can do is hope for the best,

One of the main objections to the project
is the possible impact on businesses in
the area.

Green flashing signals on campus will indicate emergency phones

By RUSSELL RUMPH
State News Staff Writer

Afternoon, an additional 12
streetlights will be installed. Rumphi
said the board decided.

"Some of the streetlights were not
in the last phase," he said. "The
project was in the works for four
years, but it will be completed by
the end of the month.
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Holden knows his disco

Congratulations Bill Holden! I must admit that I have really enjoyed your reviews in the past. I just spent $75 at your store last Friday for a pair of headphones and a pair of speakers. I am looking forward to your next review.
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The malls are dead

Despite Douglas Bush's pronouncements with "the bows" regarding their proposed deal, Iowa Republican Clayton Barlow's community group opponent has made a go of it. In her recent letter to the State News,

Barlow wrote that the MSU East Lansing Compostition Center at 510 E. Grand River Ave., is "another example of a poorly conceived project that would benefit our community.

Secondly, Barlow wrote that the proposed landfill site should be rethought as an idea for a small business research facility.

However, Miller argues that the SLEP for a Commercial Community Notes the courts to order a W industrial zoning for the area. This includes the possibility of inclusion in the East Lansing Comprehensive Development Plan, which would have been a guideline for zoning decisions for the previous years.

Andrew T. Saks
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The RESULTS OF SHOPLIFTING

EVER BEEN RIPPED-OFF?

MSU Book Store asks you to cooperate in Reducing theft.

Your student book store has suffered excessive pilferage, to reduce theft we ask you to:

- Please leave all books, parcels, large purses, bags, etc. in free lockers or bookdrops before entering selling areas.
- Access to selling areas is with the understanding that purses, attach cases, large costs and other means of concealing stolen property may be inspected upon leaving selling area.

If you've ever been ripped-off, I'm sure you can understand our actions. We tried ignoring the problem but it just didn't go away!

Please help by bringing any infractions or suggestions to our attention.

THURSDAY, September 20, 1979

5
Quartet shows passion and power

By MIKE BUSER
State News/Reuter

The Juilliard String Quartet presented an evening of melodious music at the Auditorium of the Michigan Union Thursday evening.

The Juilliard String Quartet is one of the most recognized and respected groups in the world of classical music. They have performed in many of the major concert halls and have won numerous awards for their interpretations of classical music. The quartet is known for their technical precision and their ability to convey the emotions and nuances of the music they perform.

Their performance at the Michigan Union was no exception. The audience was captivated by the musicians' virtuosity and their ability to communicate the emotional depth of the works they performed. The Juilliard String Quartet's performance was a testament to the power of classical music to move and inspire audiences.

The quartet performed a variety of works, including Beethoven's String Quartet in A Major, Op. 18, No. 1 and Schubert's String Quartet in C Major, D. 127. Each piece was performed with great intensity and emotion, and the musicians demonstrated an amazing level of coordination and precision.

The Michigan Union was packed to capacity for the sold-out event. The enthusiastic audience gave the quartet a standing ovation, and the musicians responded with an encore performance of their own. The evening was a memorable and inspiring experience for all who were lucky enough to attend.

The Juilliard String Quartet continues to be a leading force in the world of classical music. Their dedication to their craft and their ability to connect with audiences make them a beloved and respected group. The performance at the Michigan Union was a testament to their talent and their ongoing commitment to the art of music.
**Gibson not worried about slow start**

*By LOTTIE CENTER*

It's been a while since the MU football team has practiced in All-American Bowl Tests, but that never stunts its efforts to prepare for the Los Angeles Rams, that meet the Spartans in the third round of the All-American Bowl Series, on Thanksgiving Day.

"The players may have a few more days off than usual but they're not going to let up," Gibson said. "They're as excited as you and I would be if we were playing against the Rams." The team is also preparing for the first round of the Michigan State Defense Invitational, which will begin tonight in Lansing.

"We're a very young team," Gibson said. "We're not going to worry about the slow start. We're just going to do the best we can." The team is looking to improve on its record of 0-0-0 against the Rams, but they're not going to let up. The team is determined to win, and they're working hard to achieve their goal. They're not going to let up on their practice, and they're going to do the best they can. They're determined to win, and they're going to do their best.
How to beat ‘Old Mother Hubbard’ cupboards

In many parts of the country the average cost of car insurance has risen over 40% in the past five years. Liability insurance protects you against the claims of others. But, just like that of any insurance, is based on what the insurance company believes it has to pay in claims plus its overhead. The cost of everybody’s individual liability insurance is affected by large court settlements and exaggerated claims.

Although liability insurance is required by law in many states, in light of the real threat to high settlements, you should be sure that your coverage is adequate.

But in the “voluntary” part of your car insurance—collision and comprehensive—there’s nothing to stop drivers with a good past history from taking a real risk. In the face of rising rates, you should be sure that your coverage is adequate.

In order to minimize traffic violations and to improve their driving record, some drivers are considering reducing or suspending their auto insurance. The Federal Highway Administration is working on programs to reduce traffic violations.

In the meantime, it’s important to know your rights and responsibilities when it comes to car insurance. This article will help you understand the basics of car insurance and how to make sure you’re covered.

For Beautiful
Easy Care Hair!

Computers
Laboratory

220 MAC
For Appt. Call 332-3100

For Beautiful
Easy Care Hair!

TOURS

The Computer Laboratory staff will conduct tours at the Computer Laboratory for new students of the MIS computing facilities. Each tour consists of a short presentation on the function and operation of the Computer Laboratory, and a walking tour of the building. Tours start in Room 203, at the following times:

- September 25, 2:00 p.m.
- September 26, 9:00 a.m.
- September 27, 1:00 p.m.
- September 28, 3:00 p.m.
- September 29, 11:00 a.m.

Hobbies You Can Build with help from RIDEBS

Books . . . The Great Fake Along!

ACTION AUTOMOTIVE

Motor Oil

Gas Treatment

Motor Oil

Oil Treatment

10W50 Motor Oil

The 10000 Mile Oil Change

Last 12 Months and 10,000 Miles between changes

POOL MOTOR OIL

15 ic

19.99	79c	99c

$1.15

19.99

8.69 per case of 34

OPEN 7 DAYS . . . NIGHTS & SUNDAYS

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan
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CAL PIZA

by pat K. WHO

not west 337-1034
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CAMPUS PIZZA

by popular demand...

WHOLE WHEAT CRUST

14" PIZZAS

now available everyday

west free east

337-1639 delivery 337-1377

Turtleneck and cords.
Mr. J knows how things are moving. He sets the trend.

The long sleeve acrylic turtleneck/pulllover is going places with cords and働s, sport coats and cardy suits.
Now that's a move! Natural, cotton, green, navy, brown or grey, $6.95. $12.

Jacobson's

FREE OUTDOOR CONCERT

ROCK-FOLK-JAZZ

PAUL CLARK BAND AND PHILKEAGGY

SAT: 3:00 pm

SEPT. 30th

FARM LANE MSU

Next to the Auditorium

Also Sunday at 5 & 7:30 Oct.1st at Shiloh Fellowship open meetings.

CORNER OF RESIDENCE STREET & HARRISON

Sponsored by Shiloh Student Fellowship

PROVEN OPPORTUNITY

WE MAKE YOUR OWN ROSES

WORRK YOUR OWN HOURS

WE ARE SEEKING AN EAGER

INCOME TO INCOME PEOPLE

REPRESENTATIVE IN THE CAMPUS AREA.

CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS

1-800-327-3665

CUSTOM PRINTED T-SHIRT FACTORY

OLD CAR WASH

Featuring:

High pressure

Bilge water

GRAND RIVER AND NORTHWOOD DR.

NEXT TO MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

EVERYTHING YOU NEVER EXPECTED FROM AN APPLIANCE STORE

Day In, Day Out,

Our Low Prices Save

You Money On Pioneer.

Why wait for sale prices from other stores when Highland's low Pioneer 
prices save you money everyday! Why travel more than you see Pioneer 
Midwest, including the radio! Buy Pioneer at Highland with confidence.
we'll of the same item within 30 days of purchase for less anywhere will
refund the difference plus 10% of the difference. And as always, you get service
from Highland's own service department.

PIONEER SE-205 HEADPHONES

Ergonomically designed for

$15.98 ea.

$15.98 ea.

PIONEER SE-105 HEADPHONES

Tactile dynamic type headphones to

$39.98 ea.

$39.98 ea.

PIONEER SS-1050 EQUALIZER

Equalizes the music and

$228.48 ea.

$228.48 ea.

PIONEER DYNAMIC PROCESSOR

Peaks the music sound and

$138.60 ea.

$138.60 ea.

PIONEER RT-107 AUTO-REVERSE

4-HEAD OPEN REEL TAPE DECK

$459.00 ea.

$459.00 ea.

PIONEER SA-5000 AMPLIFIER

Good power output with the

$98.00 ea.

$98.00 ea.

PIONEER TX-1000 TUNER

Phase locked, 12, 12, 12, 12

$108.48 ea.

$108.48 ea.

PIONEER SX-1200 108 WATT

DC-AMPLIFIED AM/FM STEREO TUNER

$677.48 ea.

$677.48 ea.

PIONEER PL-514 BELT-DRIVE

AUTO-RETURN TUNABLE

Quick, slim, narrow, $297.48

$97.48 ea.

PIONEER PL-518 DIRECT-DRIVE

$146.48 ea.

PIONEER SC-530 DIRECT-DRIVE

Quick, slim, $228.48

$297.48 ea.

PIONEER PL-530 DIRECT-DRIVE

Quick, slim, $228.48

$297.48 ea.
County demands PBB seepage testing

Take 20% off every sweater in stock
3 days only
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Reg. 10/16/55
NOW '8 to '52
Over 2000 to choose from
all famous labels,
all styles, all colors, all fibers

Take 3rd off every pair of Painters pants
3 days only
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
100% cotton in natural, red, yellow Reg. '10
Now,...
100% cotton in Khaki brown, navy Reg. '11
NOW...-
100% cotton denim Reg. '12
NOW...
85% cotton 15% polyester in CORDUROY
hunter green, air force blue
Reg. '16
NOW...13

FOR RUGGED WILDERNESS CAMPING
If your idea of camping includes back-packing, hiking, and climbing, we have the equipment and experts to help you get the most out of roughing it!

RAVIN Campfitters
M.F. 18 & 24 ft.

AT AUDIO FRETTER
... YOU’LL GET A BETTER DEAL ON CAR STEREO

Audio Fretter gives you a better car stereo deal with his massive 12 store buying power. He buys less so you can too! See Detroit's most complete selection of auto sound. Come in and compare the components you want before you buy, all at Fretter's guaranteed lower prices!

OPEN MON-SAT 10-9
SUNDAY NOON-6!
Here's just a sample of what you'll find this weekend at Audio Fretter...

- 5 Band Deluxe Equalizer/Booster Amp
- AM/FM Stereo Indash 6-Track Player
- Pioneer Component-Style FM Stereo Cassette with 20W/Ch. Main Amplifier

SUNDAY ONLY!
- Shoegun Power Booster
- Component-Type 2-Way Speaker Systems
- Stereo Indash Cassette with Auto Reverse
- 5-Band Deluxe Equalizer/Booster Amp
- Pioneer Component-Style FM Stereo Cassette with 20W/Ch. Main Amplifier

Open 10-9 Mon-Sat, Sun Noon-6
Dispute continues at Lansing Community College

Gluckler and Catherine Donatello admire their "miracle baby," Angelia Rose, who was thought to be due in October but was born September 19, 1980. The baby was carried almost full term inside her mother's abdominal cavity instead of her womb. An abdominal pregnancy is a rare form of pregancy that occurs outside the uterus.

The board proposal is not really a schedule. Edward Teller, chairman of the board, said at a board meeting this week: "What they have proposed is a

Koreagate censure vote

continued from page 1

continued from page 1: the investigation by teams from Park. When nose was removed was the original evidence. The examination to acknowledge that he removed about 10.28 from Park in a handling gift after World War II, a South Korean General.

Grass is uneven that the regiment, the front line, form of punishment for violation of the House. It essentially requires that the legislature act in the name of the House while in

ATTENTION ALL BUSINESS MAJORS

Get on the move and stop ahead: MSU Marketing Club's first information and meeting TODAY AT Dooley's 4-6

Major topics: programs projects special events,donts

Experience MSU Marketing!

'Mixing business with pleasure.'

MSU BOWLING LEAGUES

Jugs One Of Our Leagues New

- Bowling Club (Mon. & Thurs.)
- IMI: Dorn (Tues. & Wed.)
- Freshmen (Tuesday)
- University, Apts. (Tuesday)
- Men's & Women's Bowling Team Tryouts
- Open Bowling Rooms 60 & 75

For Information Call 355-3357

STARRING

ALVIN AILEY

AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE

Programs (tickets are limited)

STARRS: Alvin Ailey, Hon. Sonja, Hon. Alix,
THE ROAD OF THE MASTER: JIMI HENDRIX'S \Sabin & Burtka, Revelations, Spirituals, etc.

UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM 7:30 P.M.

Returning in their 19th year in a joint presentation of the United States Office. Doors will open at 7:15 p.m. in the Musical Arts Center. Prices:

S: $10.00, C: $7.00, U: $6.00

Presented by:

STARS

STARRYSKY

Directed by Alan Beaway, 1974

starring Charles Boyer and Jean-Paul Belmondo

"An absorbing drama about corruption in France from 1956 before the outbreak of World War II. Riveting and a French filmRW,

NOTICE

STUDENT HOCKEY SEASON TICKET INFORMATION

THE TICKET THAT YOU PURCHASE WILL BE YOUR RESERVED SEAT FOR THE ENTIRE SEASON.

PLACE OF SALE-MAIN FREE AREA

HOURS OF SALE: 8:30 A.M.-6:30 P.M.

DATES

X Monday, Oct. 2, 1978 8:30-10:30
Monday, Oct. 2, 1978 10:30-12:30
Monday, Oct. 2, 1978 12:30-4:30
Monday, Oct. 2, 1978 4:30-6:30
Tuesday, Oct. 3, 1978 8:30-10:30
Tuesday, Oct. 3, 1978 10:30-12:30
Wednesday, Oct. 4, 1978 8:30-10:30
Wednesday, Oct. 4, 1978 10:30-12:30
Wednesday, Oct. 4, 1978 12:30-4:30

STUDENT NUMBERS

741-500 (even) 741-699 (odd)
750-699 (even) 751-899 (odd)
800 and above Any Number

IF TICKETS ARE LOST OR STOLEN THEY WILL NOT BE REPLACED

For each ticket purchased you must be carrying at least 7 credits and have a validated one (except card and $7.00 cash or check.) Married students may purchase a season ticket for their spouse at the same price. Proof of marriage must be provided at time of purchase. Graduate students must show their appointment papers. All doctoral candidates must be carrying a minimum of six credits.

Any students wishing to sit together must purchase tickets together - all seats are reserved. One student may purchase a maximum of 8 season tickets (this includes 8 tickets in any one location.)
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Principal loses position after spanking students

Better button-up: carpenters predict we'll have another long, cold winter

 principals who abuse their students are an offensive problem that needs to be dealt with.

The charges against the principal, Reginald Christie, come after an investigation revealed excessive force and inappropriate conduct.

"Children need to be treated with respect and dignity," said one of the investigators.

The administration said they would be taking the necessary steps to ensure the safety and well-being of all students.

"We are committed to creating a safe and inclusive environment for all our students," said the principal.

In other news:

- The local carpenters union is predicting another long, cold winter for the area. The group says they are prepared for the upcoming season and are urging people to prepare their homes and cars accordingly.

- The local school district has announced that they will be implementing new policies to prevent future incidents of abuse.

- Parents have been urged to monitor their children’s behavior and to report any concerns to the school.

---

**Scholarships not available**

Most locally-funded scholarships are not available until after the beginning of the next school year. Students are encouraged to check with local organizations and community groups for available scholarships.

**SOMEBODY KILLED HER HUSBAND**

The new movie "SOMEBODY KILLED HER HUSBAND" is currently playing in theaters nationwide.

**SWITCH FRIDAY**

Is it any way to begin a love affair?

---

**Kevin McCarthy**

Kevin McCarthy is a successful and respected actor, known for his roles in various films and TV shows. He is set to star in the upcoming movie "The Last Man Standing" alongside Will Ferrell.

---

**MERIDIAN 8**

**UNION BILLIARDS**

League rules: prime, table

**CHICAGO**

Last Day

Fri. at 1:55 p.m.

**COME IN**

Open your minds.

Stamps for stamps.

**CAMPUS**

New stamps are in.

**Coming Home**

Fri. at 1:30 p.m.

**CRYSTAL BOWLING***

Fri. at 1:35 p.m.

**KILLED**

Fri. at 1:45 p.m.

**LAMNP***

Fri. at 1:55 p.m.

---

**TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28**

**T.E.L.L.**

10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

---

**TAMMIE**

Saturday, October 28

---

**Discovery World**

The Universe you live in.

**Abrams Planetarium**

On the Mill campus. Shows every Wednesday. The current show information is:

**355-4672**

---

**WHEN YOU DON’T HAVE THE TIME...**

hot & juicy

TO GO!

---

**Trowbridge Road**

Just North of Harrison

Also: Lansing: Saginaw at Waverly

---

**Michigan State University Alumni**

2:30 p.m.

---
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---
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---
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TO GO!
Tripling for freshmen not a new phenomenon

However, the University did face some problems with residence hall space. Students were encouraged to use the dormitories during the summer months. The University also began to provide more student housing options. Because of these efforts, the percentage of students living in residence halls increased from 40% in the 1940s to over 70% in the 1970s. This increase in residence hall use has continued to the present day. The University has added more residence halls to meet the increasing demand for housing. Currently, the University has over 15 residence halls on campus to accommodate the growing student population.
"'U' planners formulate suggestions

By KIM CRANDALL
State News Staff Writer

"U' planners are formulating suggestions for the proposed University of Michigan Highway at the meeting of the University Highway Study Committee. The proposed highway would run along the north side of the campus and the site of the old East Field.

The meeting, held at 3:30 p.m. Thursday, October 3, was attended by a large number of students and faculty members who are interested in the proposed highway. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the possible effects of the highway on the campus environment and to obtain suggestions for its design.

One of the main issues discussed was the potential impact of the highway on traffic congestion in the area. A student representative from the Michigan Traffic Club spoke about the need for better public transportation on campus to reduce the reliance on personal vehicles.

Another concern expressed was the potential displacement of existing buildings and the disruption of academic activities. A representative from the Department of Mathematics discussed the possibility of relocating the department to new facilities near the proposed highway.

The meeting was open to the public, and anyone interested in the proposed highway is encouraged to attend future meetings to share their thoughts and suggestions.

The next meeting of the University Highway Study Committee is scheduled for November 7 at 3:30 p.m. The meeting will be held in the University Center. All interested parties are welcome to attend.
‘Pirate’ broadcasting unusual hobby

**JILL WHITACRE**
**State News Staff Writer**

Jill Whitacre, a writer on the organization and operation of the new medium of broadcasting, has become a major attention-getter in London recently. Whitacre's program is the first of its kind in the country and has received a great deal of attention.

Whitacre has been broadcasting at different stations throughout the city, and has been successful in creating a unique and appealing program. The program is broadcast during the hours of 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and is aimed at reaching a specific audience.

This month, Whitacre's program, which focuses on current events and entertainment, has been gaining a large following. The program features interviews with guests from various fields, including politics, music, and literature.

Whitacre's success in broadcasting has been recognized by the government, as well as by the public. The program has received positive reviews and has been praised for its unique format and approach.

The program is a testament to the power of broadcasting, as it has the ability to reach a large audience and provide valuable information and entertainment. Whitacre's success in broadcasting is a testament to the potential of the medium.

Transportation planners seek E.L. citizen input

Citizen remains on East Lansing transportation advisory panel, and has been vocal in discussions on the city's transportation plans. The panel's mission is to provide input and recommendations to the city's transportation department.

The panel is made up of various members, including city council members, transportation experts, and residents. The panel has been meeting regularly to discuss transportation issues and make recommendations.

Citizens interested in participating in the panel are encouraged to contact the city's transportation department for more information.